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 Removing the drawers  Re-inserting the drawers 

□ Fully extend the empty drawer.
□ Push up the one   release lever while pulling down

on the other  release lever.
□ Pull the drawer outward until it is released from the

drawer slide.

□ Extend the drawer slides.
□ Insert the brackets on each side of the drawer into

the slots in the slides, being careful that they are
properly positioned.

□ Once properly inserted, completely close the drawer
to set the slides in their proper positions.

□

Usage of top till rubber grommet

When passing cords into the box, be sure to always 
enter box from the rear. After head of cord is in place,
slightly pull back 2-3” to ensure weather resistant ”star
bursts” are facing toward the outside of box. Never 
push the cord from inside box so that mating plug 
points are exposed to the environment. 

□ BE SURE TO FOLLOW ALL ELECTRICAL SAFETY
PRECAUTIONS.



Maintenance 

1  Caster maintenance 2 Drawer maintenance 

□ Grease the casters annually using high-quality
bearing grease.

□ Lubricate the slides semi-annually.

Care and Cleaning   

□ Periodically clean the drawer fronts, drawer trim, and other surfaces with a mild detergent and water.

□ Lubricate the drawer slides semi-annually.

□ Auto wax preserves the storage unit’s luster nish and protects against scratches. Apply the wax as you would on a car.

□ Remove grease and oil with a standard no ammable cleaning uid.
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 Please contact 1-888-HD-HUSKY  for further assistance. 

Cordless Power Tool Battery Chargers  

See Charger’s Owner’s Manual for proper use and care of charger and batteries. 
Follow all Warnings and Instructions provided with your battery charger.

Place chargers and electrical connections in till.

Chargers are Dry location use only. Do NOT expose to liquid, vapor, or rain. Should
your charger become wet. Do NOT attempt to use. Unplug extension cord from supply 
before handling wet charger or cords.

Only use chargers and batteries that are intact and operating properly.

Do NOT touch metal prongs when plugging charger into extension cord.

Do NOT place or attempt to charge lead acid, car type batteries in storage chest.
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